A SPECIAL SUPPLEMENT
TO RECOGNISE & APPLAUD
EFFORTS OF RETAIL ASSOCIATES

Foreword

D

id you realize that the idea of gifting a diamond pendant as an anniversary gift
from the customer to his wife was recommended by none other than the sales
associate of your jewelry store? Or it was the next-door chemist who sent
his delivery boy at 10.30 pm at night when the lady of the house had a bad
migraine attack and the stock of aspirin was over.

Well, thousands of instances like these take place throughout the year. India has 8
million plus retail outlets with 33 million such retail employees who are working day
and night, in heat and dust, rain and shower, during festivals to keep you happy and
make a livelihood for themselves.
They never get a chance to celebrate Diwali or Christmas because they are working
towards helping their customers have a great Diwali. Most of the time, they neither
receive tips nor are they expecting one, however, a simple ‘Thank You’ from you or
me would make a big difference.
The retail fraternity has started celebrating 12th of December as Retail Employees
Day to thank the retail associates for all the untiring effort they put through the year.
This initiative is conceptualized by TRRAIN (Trust for Retailers and Retail Associates
of India) & partnered with RAI (Retailers Association of India) in India. Since its
inception in 2011, it has become popular with all the retailers with over 2 million
employees in the retail industry celebrating the day with a simple campaign “Thank
You bola Kya?”.
Each retailer has adopted his or her unique way of celebrating the day. Whether
it is having breakfast or a meal together with all retail employees, cake cutting in
every store, showcasing talent and celebrating the day with fun and frolic, red carpet
welcome by the management, special celebration with the CEO’s and the customers.
A small Thank You note or personal appreciation are a few ways of acknowledging
their contribution as well.
TRRAIN believes all the retailers should celebrate this day and build a culture of
appreciating the efforts of the retail associates through the year.
I am happy to announce that Images has joined hands with TRRAIN and we are
releasing a special supplement on the 12th of December 2015. This supplement
is to showcase the event and encourage the whole retail fraternity to join hands
and celebrate the day with all retail employees. We would also like to encourage
customers to acknowledge the work done by the retailers and the retail associate.
With Amitabh Taneja and the Images group supporting the initiative, we will take it
to greater heights.

B S Nagesh
Founder TRRAIN
Trust for Retailers and Retail associates of India.
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Foreword
very day, millions of consumers across the country -- and indeed,
the globe -- are impacted in some small or major way by a
shopping experience. These include both memorable and very
forgettable moments. But each of those experiences features
at least one human input, even if the transaction is conducted
online.

E

All of us have encountered sales associates on a shopping floor. Many
of those, unfortunately, we do not notice or acknowledge. But some
of them find a way for you to remember not just them, but the entire
retail experience, as a happy memory. These are the professionals who
sacrifice many of their personal joys and moments to ensure that our
celebrations never stop. Standing on their feet for most part of the day,
they are constantly on call as long as the store is open.
But, even when the retail industry celebrates its successes and
consumers applaud outstanding retail brands, these unsung heroes
typically fly under the radar. Never named, never seen.
Until 2011, when the Indian retail fraternity came together to celebrate
12th of December each year as Retail Employees Day.
Conceptualized by TRRAIN (Trust for Retailers and Retail Associates
of India) & supported by RAI (Retailers Association of India) in India,
over the past four years, it has become an iconic event for the country’s
retailers. Over two million employees in the retail industry in India now
celebrate the day with a simple campaign: “Thank You Bola Kya?”.
This special supplement is a tribute to the backbone of retailing -- the
thousands and thousands of retail employees -- across India, who
deliver exceptional shopping experiences to consumers every single day,
and don’t ask for much in return, barring just a simple expression of
gratitude. Sure it is the least we can do for them.

Amitabh Taneja
CMD and Editor in Chief, Images Group
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Celebrations 2014
Retail is the second largest employer in the country, with a labour force of over 33 million. Front lineassociates perform yeoman service. TRRAIN strongly believes that an efficient front-line team helps to
strengthen business. It is they who ultimately impact a happy versus an annoying shopping experience
and therefore impact the business as well.
It is imperative that they get their due importance. Recognizing and realizing the need for this TRRAIN
initiated an annual event - the Retail Employees’ Day in 2011. Retail Employees’ Day as a concept is aimed
at applauding the efforts of retail employees in India – and eventually the world. The theme was born
from the need to create the pride of belonging to the retail community by recognizing their efforts through
public appreciation. Retail Employees’ Day is celebrated on 12th December every year.
In 2014, Retail Employees’ Day saw various stake holders in the industry pledging to celebrate Retail
Employees’ Day in their organizations.

Few of the initiatives taken by retailers last year, lets have a look:

LANDMARK GROUP
LIFESTYLE: Lifestyle, one of the leading department store in the country organized the L’Oreal makeover
for the employees on the 10th of December, 2014. Company also designed a special uniform for the
employees for the special day. Invitation cards were given to the employees, inviting them to the
celebration. To make them feel special, Red carpet for the employees was set.
Apart from this a dance competition was organized and cash prize
was given to the winners of the dance competition.
Lifestyle also created a short AV of the top management thanking the
retail employees, was screened, also the store manager sang a song on
the request of the employees. The company organized a lunch for the
employees at Rajdhani restaurant.
Also, acknowledgement cards were given to the customers who could
write a message for any employee whose service they liked and give it
to the respective employee.

Max employees wearing “Thank You Bola Kya” t-shirts on the
occasion of Retail Employees Day.
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MAX FASHIONS: At Max fashion, one of the leading value fashion
retailer of the country, the Retail Employees’ Day celebration started
with Employees walking down the Red Carpet and the Store manager
standing at the Entrance giving Red Rose and Chocolates to each and
every employee. The event was attended by AVP of Max fashions where
employees shared their stories of hardships and how retail changed
their life.

MCDONALDS
12th Dec 2014 was a memorable
day for employees at McDonalds
India (West and South), as they
celebrated Retail Employees Day.
All restaurants were decorated
with special balloons for the
occasion that said “celebrating our
heroes” and “Retail Employees
Day”. The day also saw their
teams in a brand new attire –
McDonald’s Hero T-Shirts in grey,
pink and yellow!
Ronald, their “Chief Happiness
Ronald, Mc Donald’s “Chief Happiness Officer” visited the
Officer” visited the restaurants
restaurants over three days on 11th, 12th and 13th to wish
the crew on Retail Employees day.
over three days on 11th, 12th and
13th to wish the crew on Retail
Employees day. The day also saw teams from the Head Office at the restaurants,
thanking their crew for the great job they do, everyday!
The restaurants went a step ahead, to involve our customers in the celebrations
by taking them on Restaurant Tours, who joined in with full gusto to click selfies
with our crew at the photoframes, specially designed for RED. Flyers were shared
through on every tray, creating an awareness amongst customers about our real
heroes, and inviting them to join in the RED celebrations.
The day ended with a lot of smiles, fun moments, a gala team lunch and
promises of some great times ahead with Mc Donalds!

MANUBHAI JEWELLERS
12th December, 2014 turned out to be on one of the most special days for the
employees at Manubhai Jewelers. The management decided to thank their
employees by giving them a surprise. They decorated the entire store, filling it
with balloons. Personalized letters with a rose was kept at each desk and the
employees were welcomed by the top management.

KIRTILALS
At Kirtilals, the celebrations
last year started with cakecutting ceremony, the cake
was specially designed with a
“Thank you employees” note
on it. The jewellery brand also
organized Star Performer Award:
The identified top performers of
A and B type Stores in gold and
diamond sections were awarded
a cash prize and “Star performer”
award with a star badge which he
can hold for a year until the next
performer is identified on the next
Retail Employees’ Day.

Celebrity

tweets

HAPPY RED TO
ALL RETAILERS AND
THEIR EMPLOYEES!
SPECIAL WISHES
FOR MY FAVORITE
RETAILER MOM&ME
WHICH CONTINUES TO
SPREAD HAPPINESS
– Anand Mahindra,
Chairman & MD,
Mahindra Group (via twitter).

TODAY IS
#RETAILEMPLOYEESDAY,
A SPECIAL THANKS TO
ALL MY WONDERFUL
TEAM AT BEING HUMAN
STORES.
Star Performers Cutting the Cake at Kirtilal’s
Madurai Store.

– Salman Khan,
Celebrity (via Twitter).
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BOMBAY STORE

PR &
politician
quotes
THE SENSE OF
DIGNITY & PRIDE
AMONG THESE PEOPLE
& THE DEDICATION
WITH WHICH THEY
ARE DISCHARGING
THEIR DUTIES ARE
LAUDABLE
– Nitin Gadkari,
Union Minister for
Road Transport & Highways, India

PEOPLE IN
RETAIL INDUSTRY
PROVIDE SERVICE
TO END CONSUMERS
TIRELESSLY
THROUGHOUT THE
YEAR INCLUDING
WEEKEND, FESTIVALS
AND PUBLIC
HOLIDAYS. I EXTEND
MY BEST WISHES TO
ALL OF THEM ON THE
OCCASION OF RETAIL
EMPLOYEES DAY
– Devendra Fadnavis,
Chief Minister, Maharashtra State.

Celebrations at the
Bombay Store included
cake cutting, store
managers giving a rose as
a token of appreciation to
all their retail associates
on the occasion of
Retail Employees Day.
Customers also posted
Thank You Cards for
their favorite employee at
The Bombay Store, Fort,
Mumbai on the occasion
of Retail Employees Day.

Celebrations at the Bombay Store included cake cutting, store
managers giving a rose & Thank You Cards for their favorite
employee on the occasion of Retail Employees Day.

BIG BAZAAR
Big Bazaar, is a house hold name in India, it has earned distinction for being the
first value format department store of the country, Big Bazaar, is one of the most
widespread value format department store from the stable of Future Group.
Last year RED celebrations started with acknowledging every employee in a
traditional way by putting tikka on their forehead and giving them sweets, peda’s
and chocolates. After which there was a small activity. They were randomly
given chits with their co-employees name written on it, and they were asked to
say a few words about each other. This exercise showed how close the employees
were and it surely strengthened their bond.There were few employees who also
shared how work life has been since so many years, since they were associated
with the brand from the past 10 years.
After this activity, the cake was cut and they took pictures with the HR Head
and other seniors. Also, the HR manager had planned a girl’s v/s boy’s tug of
war session, where all the employees thoroughly enjoyed and had a blast. To
conclude, the HR Manager gifted everyone pocket diaries and a pen.

TURKEY CELEBRATIONS
Retail Employees’ Day
inspired Boyner Group in
Turkey celebrated the day
with its 12000 employees
leading the entire country
to take up the celebrations
in 2014. About 2 million
people from the Turkey retail
industry celebrated Retail
Employees’ Day, making this
simple idea a truly global
phenomenon.

Retail Employees’ Day celebrations in Turkey.
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SELECT CITYWALK
Last year to celebrate the Retail Employees’ Day, Select Citywalk
distributed personalized – photo frames and clicked team photos
individually of every store team. Then on the retail day, those pics
were distributed along with Burger King special voucher.
To their our own retail shops / franchises they had done a team get
to gether where their Executive Director addressed the entire team and
presented the team photos and Burger King voucher plus PVR ticket
vouchers to all.
The mall will be celebrating the Retail Employees’ Day this year also
with great pomp and show. This year they have planned to gather
all the retail employees at about 11 am in the central atrium, where
their Executive Director will Thank them all on December, 12, 2015.
All the stores will be given special food court cards. Select Citywalk’s
marketing team has specially printed thank you balloons for all the
retail stores.

How the retail associates who were part of the celebration felt on the day
MAX FASHION: I am working @max from the past one and half years and really
happy to be associated with the company and also delighted that now I am also
a part of ever growing retail fraternity. I have joined the retail field in Dec 3 2007.
In the beginning I have been told that my English communication was weak so
I can’t continue in the job, but I didn’t. Instead, I took up a challenge with my
store manager that I m going to learn English within 3 months of time and I have
achieved that in that stipulated time frame, with the support of my colleagues
and my customers. Now I am very flexible with the communication and I can
speak very well and retail has changed my life and now I am very proud to be a
retail employee. Happy RED day.
– Mamatha, Max Fashion

SHOPPERS STOP: An industry where we just get to see the entire world
celebrating and having a gig and we who work our heart out to serve them
andsee the joy through their happiness, having no offs on weekend, occasions,
govt. holdays and working 6 days a week. Yes …we are in retail industry and are
expected to do so. Still, I am really happy that now because of Retail Employees’
Day, there is a day that is truly dedicated to us. Cheers!
– Darshan, Shoppers Stop

CELIO: I am very happy after attending Retail Employees’ Day celebration. I have
never got any certificate in my entire carrier. This was the first time I got one
as an appreciation for my hard work. I am really excited and equally emotional
about it.
- Suma A, Celio
CROSSWORD: It is a very nice feeling. Retail Employees’ Day motivates us a lot.
and de-stresses our hectic schedule.
– Rashmi Jhadav, Crossword
LIFESTYLE: On Retail Employees’ Day, I am delighted to receive an
acknowledgement card by one of the customers. The most overwhelming experience
was the store manager singing for all the employees
– Pooja, Lifestyle
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Two words make
all the difference –
‘Thank you’
By B. Venkataramana, President – Group HR ,Landmark Group

ajesh, a Customer Service Representative (CSR) at our store, stands
for eight hours a day, six days a week, supports a family of four,
takes home close to minimum wages and works harder when all
his friends are enjoying a festival or a holiday. However, even at the
end of a busy day, when a customer walks in, he greets them with a
smile and offers the best customer experience possible. When that customer
leaves with a smile and says ‘thank you’, it motivates Rajesh to come back
to work the next day.
This anecdote is true of more than 30 million employees who work in
the retail sector in India. Front-line retail is by no means an easy profession
– it is physically taxing, monotonous, does not return a fat pay check and
many a times ends up being thankless. Yet, for a retail conglomerate like
Landmark Group, our 25,000 store employees become our biggest brand
ambassadors – they are the people who interact with the customers and
ultimately are the face of the company. It is not possible for any of our
senior leaders, any of our designers, any of our celebrity ambassadors
to ensure that we have loyal customers – it is only possible with great
customer service that comes from store employees who are proud, loyal,
and happy and have a sense of belongingness to the company.
This is where Retail Employees’ Day (RED) has made a real impact to
our front-line staff. It is a day dedicated to them, to their tireless endeavors
to providing every customer a great experience. While, we believe, that we
should create an atmosphere where every day is retail employees’ day, it is
definitely special to them to have 12th December marked for their efforts
and commitment at work.
At Landmark Group, we believe that recognition is vital in bringing a
sense of pride and respect. With RED, our employees, and retail employees
in general, receive this recognition from not just within the fraternity but
from the larger public. We believe that this appreciation is one of the biggest
motivators for our employees.
Even within the organization, the fervor and enthusiasm with which
RED is celebrated is palpable. It is a special day for our Business Managers
(Store Managers) who go all out to ensure that their employees have a
great day. There’s a special welcome for employees at each store, games are
organized, talent shows are put up, special lunches are organized; all this
a small token of appreciation for the humungous job that front-line staff do
for our organization.
Landmark Group has participated in Retail Employees Day since its
inception and will continue to support this event for years to come. It has
created a significant impact to our front-line staff and has definitely made
them feel special to be applauded by the larger community. At the end
of the day, regardless of the money made, the designation, or the work
environment, they are two words that make all the difference – it’s simply a
‘thank you’.

R
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S UPPOR TING

PUMA INDIA
AddS extra Zing to
Retail Employees’ Day celebrations
ith shopping experience
becoming the most
important differentiating
factor for retail companies,
and with customers now
having more options than ever before,
only the best stores will survive.
And the best stores have the best
staff. How front-line retail employees
engage with customers makes or
breaks brands. In simpler words,
a brand is only as good as its sales
personnel.
Our store staff - or Brand
AdvoCATs, as they’re aptly called are the pillars of our brand. Their
passion and long hours spent on the
sales floor, bonding with customers,
understanding their needs and helping
them choose the right product, as
well as exceeding their expectations
through the delivery of a consistent
and fantastic in-store experience
has helped us strengthen PUMA’s
share in the hearts and minds of our
customers, over the last 10 years.
This is exactly what we told our
store staff in December last year, as
PUMA India was set to claim the
No.1 spot as the country’s leading
sportswear retailer; that they played
a key role in taking PUMA to the
industry leadership position in a
very short span of time. Our Retail
Employees’ Day 2014 kick started with
a note from the management going
out to all Brand AdvoCATs. The note
detailed the brand’s appreciation of
their efforts, their passion and lauded
their PUMA way of carrying out every
day operations. It went on to speak
about how their efforts humbles the
Corporate office team and IGNITEs
everyone’s drive to deliver the best

W
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products, the best marketing, training,
visual merchandising and operational
tools to ensure the brand is Forever
Faster!
Across cities, store managers
gathered to indulge in breakfast
spreads set up for them, while
engaging in hearty discussions with
the broader team. The rest of our
store staff wasn’t left behind, with
cakes being cut at every store and
several games and contests being
conducted to entertain them through
the day. Being a sports brand, we of
course pride ourselves in pulling our
staff together in teams, on a regular
basis, to organise several tournaments
of cricket and football. And that day
was no less! While the on-ground
competition is always intense, the
camaraderie that follows every game

knows no bounds. The highlight of
our Retail Employees’ Day 2014 was
the fact that everyone was handed a
special discount across all products
(extended over and above our existing
merchandise allowance scheme,
which our staff cherishes since we do
not oblige them to wear a uniform).
This token of appreciation meant
the exclusive running shoe or one of
our stunning jackets that our staff
had been eyeing for a while could
suddenly be bought without skipping
a heartbeat! As expected, this was a
huge hit.
Retail Employees’ Day 2015 will
take it one level further! Apart
from organising breakfast meets,
cutting cakes, playing games and
tournaments, and extending another
special discount to all our store staff
for that particular day, we will put
together a special video by various
people at the corporate office that we
will share with all of them.
We have also planned the ‘Most
Outrageous Team Photo’ contest,
where all store teams will be
challenged to submit the most creative
team photo they can conjure!
RED will also fall right during our
‘Appreciation Hour’ exercise, through
which we engage our staff on a
quarterly basis; all employees take
time out to voice their appreciation
for their colleagues, peers, senior
management, in typical PUMA style affectionate banter!
Last, corporate employees, like
they do regularly, will make their way
down to stores across the day and
share the selling floor with our Brand
AdvoCATs, to motivate them but also
to learn from them!

Employee engagement
influences the customer experience
etailers rely on in-store
employees to represent
their brands, engage with
consumers and, of course,
sell merchandise. Therefore
engaging the workforce is
a challenge, given that Manyavar is
growing every day. The main reason
for engaging with workforce is not
only to retain the best talent but also
create a culture of inclusion. Reaching
out to the front end staff is the biggest
challenge but Manyavar strive to break
the location barriers and effectively
communicate with them. They at
Manyavar are constantly innovating
with the use of technology to achieve
maximum interface with their staff
located across 120+ locations.
The company uses a unique tool
Sampark to create a one-stop-allrequirement for all their employees
wherein they can chat, share their
ideas, videos, send us requisitions
regarding their various requirements
and so on. Not only do they work,
share and think through this portal
but also launch several contests and
activities to mentally involve all of their
retail family. Sampark, living up to
its tag line think.create.connect helps
them bridge the location gaps. Various
contests, quizzes, informatory videos
are regularly put up on the platform.
Recently, they launched a quiz “Know-

R
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Your-Manyavar” which received 51
entries in the first 20 minutes of going
live! Exciting gifts vouchers, movie
vouchers are sent to all the winners of
such contests.
For the front end executives in the
Retail division, the associates are
put through a rigorous sales training
ranging from 16 to 24 hours depending
on individual needs. The subjects for
these sessions range from ‘M Culture’ to
personal grooming. These sessions were
covered from 13 locations spread across
the country. Through the interactive
sessions the retail personnel, not only
develop their salesmanship but are
also encouraged to grow personally.
The company believes that employee
training, whether five weeks in or five
years down the line, bears the message
that people are valued as a company
asset for the future.
Being a strong store-based retailer,
they have created unique incentives
for store employees to engage
with their customers along with
which recognition is provided for
high achievers. Last year on Retail
Employees’ Day, 5 top performers
in different store categories were
felicitated and received a Mobile Tablet
along with a Letter of Appreciation.
Other than that, every store, has a
Customer Satisfaction Book, where
customers and guests write about the

experience they have had at the store.
This motivates the employees to be
better.
One unique contest which was
initiated during last year’s Retail
Employee Day was Share Your Story
– Earn Your Respect. This contest is
aimed towards celebrating exemplary
customer service by any of the Sales
staff. In the inception year itself, it
was inundated with stories about how
our employees went that extra mile to
make the Customer experience truly
memorable albeit in line with the
Manyavar ethos. Manyavar strongly
believe in Earning the Respect and
the transactions and interactions are
conducted with a strong sense of
Respect and integrity. 3 winners from
last year won exciting gift hamper
along with a personalized Letter of
Appreciation from the Director – Shilpi
Modi.
Every Retail Employee Day, 12.12
each store celebrates together by cutting
“Thank You” cakes sent by Head
Office. Typically the day ends with a
team dinner inside the store. Company
Director, Manya Shilpi Modi says, “We
show our appreciation to our employees
by applauding their hard work, thus
building a sense of pride and dignity
for being a part of this industry, and
reiterating the brand philosophy of
Earn Your Respect.”

“EMPLOYEES ARE our greatest
asset”

Everyone wants to be appreciated, so if you appreciate someone,
don’t keep it a secret.
very time we reflect upon how far we’ve come, there
seems to be one constant factor among the reasons
why we are here today. And that is because of our
“Employees”. It is simply because of their efforts,
their sincerity, their passion and commitment of
taking this dream forward, that Turtle is where it
stands today. But like a true Turtle, they have constantly
been pushing us forward and that is why we’ve been able
to cross the line and overcome every challenge we’ve faced.
That’s why we want to take a moment to applaud all of
them, all their efforts and their contributions.
Employee satisfaction is not simply a fancy HR term,
it’s one of our principle beliefs. Whether it’s a strong
organizational culture, work environment, allowing a
healthy work – life balance, little days of fun where all
of us can truly “Slow Up” and make a few memorable
memories with one another and most importantly, letting
our employees grow.
That is why we are going to thank our employees for
being so amazing and inspirational on this ‘Retail Employee
Day’. This truly is a tough field of work. Be it tackling
innumerous issues everyday on the frontline, to the supply
chain which has to constantly ensure a smooth
mooth delivery
and that the stock is always in material, to the
marketing team which has to constantly innovate
and come up with new strategies to stay ahead of
the chasing pack, every department requires
uires a level
of communication, ability to coordinate things
and keep a cool mind in tackling the toughest
ghest of
situations. And it doesn’t end there. It requires
quires
troublesome yet necessary sacrifices like working
on weekends. It’s difficult to not spend
time with your family, and extremely
annoying when you have to bear a
tirade of complaints and problems faced
by the customers.
A Turtle is a unique reptile, which is
capable of surviving through a lot of
challenges in a lot of environments. But
it’s most enduring quality is that although
gh
h
it has a tough exterior, it’s inner shell is
extremely soft and caring. It’s a quality
which we translate not only into our
products, but also into our place of work.
k..
Turtle always aims to be sensitive about
their employee’s issues and treat them

E
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seriously to ensure that they remain constantly
very seriou
happy. We have an extremely transparent work culture
which
allows everyone to get along with
w
each other and all teams to get along as
one.
We ensure that our employee’s families
are constantly aware about what happens
and that they are not in the dark about
anything. Even they deserve that peace of
mind. In fact they deserve much more than
that. They deserve to be happy. Which
is why this Retail Employee Day, we will
be giving a whole lot of goodies to all
our workers and their families. And their
happiness will bring us joy to. Because
together, they are all an integral part of the
family called Turtle Ltd!

Celebrating
Retail Heroes!
(Hardcastle RestaurantsMcDonalds’s India West &
South celebrates RED )
etail Employees’ Day, or RED as
we at McDonald’s have started
calling it, was a day of fun with
the restaurant teams getting
together to celebrate friendships,
sharing success and gearing up for the
future ahead ! This was a day to thank
and celebrate our real heroes, who bring
Brand McDonald’s to life everyday, who
create those smiles that every customer
walks out with!
The day started off with the
restaurants across west and south
being decorated with special balloons
designed for the occasion and the
restaurant teams in a new attire - the
“McDonald’s Hero” T-shirts. (yeah, the
uniforms took a break!). .
Ronald McDonald, the Chief
Happiness Officer visited the restaurants
over three days during the celebrations
to wish our Heroes on Retail Employees
Day. The restaurants across cities
also received a surprise visit from the
Corporate Team’s with a Cake, who’d
come down to specially celebrate the
day with them!
To create awareness and build pride
around career’s in the retail space, the
restaurants went ahead and involved
our customers in the celebrations. They
did this by taking them on Restaurant
Tours (and they actually made their
OWN burgers!), customer responded
with full gusto to click selfies with the
selfie-frames, specially made for RED.
Gift Vouchers were given away to the
best uploads on Facebook, Twitter
and Instagram (#Ronaldandme #Retail
EmployeesDay). Flyers were shared
with every customer, sharing success

R
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stories of some our heroes, and how life
has changed for them at McDonald’s.
The day ended with a lot of smiles,
fun moments, a gala team lunch and
promises of some great times ahead at
McDonald’s. As Ray Kroc said “We are
not a burger business, we are a people
business selling burgers” and through
endeavours like RED we wish to express
our gratitude and appreciation to all
the people who are the real heroes at
McDonald’s.
This year the kick of to the Retails
Employee Day actually began and the
beginning of the quarter. To celebrate
the spirit of thanking each and every
person who brings this brand to life
we kicked off in October with a week

full of celebration – the Thanksgiving
week. The week cut across all level
from the crew at in our kitchen’s to the
employees at the home office. The extra
mile which made everyone smile was
when each restaurant took a turn to say
thank you to their communities. Some
of the gestures were heart warming
and had a lot of time and effort that
teams put into them. It wasn’t the
monetary spends but the time each
one put into make that day special for
their community in their own way.
From blood donation & cleanliness
drives, to FUN days for orphanages. The
restaurants look forward to the 12th
of December, RED as the finale of this
quarter long celebration.

CELEBRATING THE TRUE AMBASSADORS OF RETAIL
Retail is all about people. At Landmark
Group, customers are the heart of
everything they do. Their store employees
ensure that they make every customer’s
shopping experience special. Hence,
Landmark Group celebrates day – Retail
Employees’ Day – every year, with gusto
and enthusiasm. It’s their way of saying
thanks to the tireless commitment that
front-line employees show in providing
great customer service.
The day is
celebrated
across 150
stores of
Land mark
group’s brands Lifestyle, Max,
Home Centre
and Splash across India.
Employees enjoing the photo-corner, Lifestyle,
Each store
Empress Mall, Nagpur
brings its own
unique ﬂavor to the event. However, the overarching theme
is to ensure that store employees feel special from the
moment they walk into the door. Meghana BM, Senior
Customer Relationship Executive, Max, Jayanagar Store,
Bangalore, speaking about Retail Employees’ Day, said,
“While we have recognition programs and engagement
activities on a regular basis at our stores, it feels great to
have a day dedicated to us. Our Managers go the extra mile
to make it an enjoyable day and we really understand that
we are important to the organization.”
From a red carpet entry to celebratory cake cuttings, from
family visits to fashion shows, from make-overs to talent
shows, from special lunches to rewards, the day’s activities
are designed to embody the pride, respect and

Cake cutting by store employees at splash, mangalore

belongingness that every retail employee feels to be part of
the organization.
Jai Prakash, Business Manager, Lifestyle, Vasant Kunj Store,
Delhi, said, “For us, Retail Employees’ Day is very special. We
might not be able to show the gratitude we have towards
our front-line teams on an everyday basis. However, on this
day, we ensure they feel recognized, appreciated and overall
have fun together, as individuals who live and breathe retail.”
Venkataramana B, President – Group HR, Landmark Group,
beautifully sums up the spirit of retail, “Our front-line
employees are our true ambassadors. They are the face of
our organization. They work day-in and day-out to provide
superior customer
service and ensure
we have loyal
customers. We are
proud of our store
employees and it’s
only right that we
extend a big thank
you to them on this
day.”
Felicitation of employees who completed 5 years at Max

Taking
HR initiatives
a Notch Higher

W, a home grown brand that caters to all
the fashion needs of modern day women,
is not only known for providing quality
customer service but it also takes extra
care of their retail associates. W, believes
in emancipating their staff and for this
they have taken up their HR initiatives a
notch higher by educating their staff in
the domains of women safety, environment
issues, and has also taken up a series of
awards and recognition to encourage its inhouse talent.
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W priorities ‘women’ safety

India’s premier women wear brand has recognized
importance of sensitive issues like women safety
and has conducted a training session to empower
their women staff.

A workshop of women safety was conducted by
the organization with the help of the disaster
management wing for the women staff of W
in Delhi. The program included talk on safety
measures that a woman can take to safeguard
herself. Self defence measures were also
demonstrated by experts and awareness on women
safety helpline numbers was created. A candid
question answer session ensured active learning
and participation.

Following are the initiatives:
KAUN BANEGA GYAN GURU
A quiz program on the lines of “Kaun Banega
Crorepati” conducted across India for store
staff, to refresh knowledge on product and other
company related activities.

‘W’ cares about environment

Ethnic wear brand W has organised an Earth day to
demonstrate support for environmental protection
A contest on face painting and initiatives is
organized for the store staff on earth day to create
and spread awareness on earth and environment
related causes. Store staff of all store participate
enthusiastically and win prizes.

REWARDS & RECOGNITION

‘W’ has taken a series of awards and recognition to
encourage its in-house talent.
Monthly performance appraisals for key stores
across India based on KRA’s, Club owned by
the CEO. From store rewards, to gift vouchers to
electronic items to International Trips we have
given our top performers at stores. Workshop helds
twice in a year.
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GYAN SNAKES AND LADDER
A life size board game for gaming snakes and
ladder with a twist of knowledge questions.

Sangeetha
Mobiles:
In a league
of its own
THE DELHI-BASED INSTITUTE
OF ECONOMIC STUDIES
CONFERRED THE ‘EXCELLENCE
AWARD’ TO SANGEETHA
MOBILES AND THE IES UDYOG
RATTAN AWARD TO ITS MD,
L SUBHASH CHANDRA.

Here are a few salient features of Sangeetha that they have accomplished since 1997,
the year they began selling mobiles phones. These are also the reasons why the IES
was mighty impressed with them and ABP will be, too.
MILESTONES GALORE…
1. Sangeetha Mobiles was the first to introduce a purchase bill and insurance for
mobile phones at a time when most mobiles were sold in the grey market without
a receipt or insurance.
2. They were the first privately owned retail chain of mobile phones in the country.
3. Sangeetha Mobiles offers something that no other retailer offers under one
wholesome package: the Sangeetha Happiness Pack. Through this, they offer all
the benefits that Sangeetha is known for complete peace of mind: Price protection,
pick-up and drop service for phone repairs (giving a standby phone in the
interim), handset insurance and an additional one year manufacturer warranty.
4. They started with a small investment to set up a music shop. Today, the brand
is a Rs 1250 crore company that has diversified into not only selling mobile
phones offline but also online and even the manufacturing of mobile phones and
accessories.
5. Sangeetha became the first Hutch retail shop in the country way back in 2002.
Today, they have over 320 showrooms across Karnataka, Andhra Pradesh, Tamil
Nadu, Pondicherry, Delhi, Chattisgarh and Uttar Pradesh. They have 180-plus
showrooms in Karnataka alone. Also, they are the only retailer in the country that
has over 100 stores in a single city.
6. In December 2013, they launched Wham W1 Wiry, then the world’s slimmest
smartphone at 5.8mm.
7. Since 2008, they are spending crores of rupees (it was Rs 9 crore last year) on
insuring phones of their customers.
8. Through Sangeetha Happiness Pack, they club all the schemes into one
(Sangeetha Swift, Sangeetha Secure & Sangeetha Delight) for and settle insurance
claims within seven working days (while the others do it in 90 days). Our claim
rejection ratio stands at less than 5%. For phones priced lower than Rs 15,000,
they don’t even need an FIR.
Sangeetha is what it is today because of its 2500-strong staff and their alliance
partners, associates and well-wishers whose belief in their capabilities have
brought them so far. They have plans to go international, too.
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BRIEF HISTORY OF SANGEETHA
Milestones are infectious. When you
reach one, you see another. That’s how
Sangeetha Mobiles has grown into what
it is today: a multi-brand retail giant in
10 states, with over 320 stores and 12
million satisfied customers. Sangeetha
sells 1.4 million phones every year and
is a Rs 1250 crore retailer employing
more than 2500 people.
We began small to make a big
impression.
In 1974, LP Narayana Reddy opened
a small music store in Bangalore and
aptly named it Sangeetha. After seven
years, his son Subhash Chandra joined
him in his business. By then, the store
had moved on from selling gramaphone
records to selling televisions. Later, it
was the turn of computers (1985) and
pagers (1995).
The turning point for Sangeetha was
1997. That’s when it became Sangeetha
Mobiles, because they decided to
only sell mobile phones and have
stuck to it till date. Around the time,
SIM cards were sold to consumers
through direct marketing agents who
directed them to the grey market for
buying handsets. However, Sangeetha
encouraged consumers to buy the SIM
card and the handset under one roof
even though it was more expensive
than the grey market. But, there was the
Sangeetha advantage: the phones were
genuine and came with a bill and the
manufacturer’s warranty.
Sangeetha became the first Hutch
retail shop in the country way back
in 2002. Today, thry have over 320
showrooms across Karnataka, Andhra
Pradesh, Tamil Nadu, Pondicherry,
Delhi, Chattisgarh and Uttarpradesh.
They have 180-plus showrooms in
Karnataka alone. Also, they are the only
retailer in the country that has over 100
stores in a single city.
In 2002, they began theirAnniversary
Sale, which is the most awaited event
every year from May 31st-June 30th.
We triple our sales and the customers
receive a basket of goodies. All mobiles
are sold at Rs 1 margin and every
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customer gets an assured gift on the
spot. This year, customers got 20%
money back, Rs 600 paytm cash, free
Wi-Fi dongle and a SIM with 1 lakh
seconds of free talk time, 9000 SMSes
and one-year data. What’s more, if
customers shopped using their ICICI
debit or credit card, they got 5% cash
back. What’s more, there’s zero percent
EMI, no processing fee and a low down
payment. They could even pay their
loan over the course of two years.
In 2011, they launched Sangeetha
Delight. Anyone who signs up for
this scheme availed ‘pickup and drop
service’. Which means, their people
will knock on the customers’ door,
understand the problem that they are
facing with their handset and hand
it to the respective manufacturer for
repair. Not just that, they will also
give customer a standby phone in
the interim, and promptly return the
original phone after the repair.
That’s not all. In January 2012,
Sangeetha Mobiles beat Pantaloons
and Godrej to win the award for
‘excellence in customer service’ at the
second Economic Times Retail Awards.
The company was picked out from
not just among other mobile phone
sellers, but spanning the entire retail
fraternity, and across all the products
and categories.
Sangeetha Mobiles has largely been
a brick-and-mortar success story. But
now, they are ready to take on the fast
growing e-commerce retailing with a
bang. Since 2013, they have been selling
handsets online through ShopNo47.
com, promising to deliver handsets in
under 47 minutes in select cities. And
through Sangeetha Delight service,
we offer a pick-up-and-drop service in
Bangalore, Delhi, Mumbai and Chennai
within two hours.
In the same year, they launched their
own set of feature phones, tablets and
accessories through Wham! Mobiles. In
December 2013, they launched Wham
W1 Wiry, then the world’s slimmest
smartphone at 5.8mm. Take that to
mean, thinner than the thinnest in

the market around the time. So far,
theyhave launched over 38 products
and counting.
Sangeetha Mobiles spend Rs 9 crore
every year since 2008 on insuring
phones of Sangeetha customers after
they have made their purchase?
Through an insurance scheme called
Sangeetha Secure, they offer a two-year
brand warranty. Through Sangeetha
Happiness Pack, they club all the
schemes into one (Sangeetha Swift,
Secure & Delight) for Rs 3900 and settle
insurance claims within seven working
days (while the others do it in 90 days).
Their claim rejection ratio stands at
less than 5%. For phones priced lower
than Rs 15,000, they don’t even need an
FIR. Their Happiness Pack also offers a
30-day price protection. Which means,
the prices we mention now don’t get
changed over the course of the month.
In addition, whenever a customer buy
a phone from them (even if it just costs
Rs 1000), they automatically get a
personal accident insurance worth Rs 1
lakh. Not to mention, Sangeetha Delight
where they have customer’s phone
picked up at the doorstep for repair and
service.
Soon,they are planning to go public.
Right now, they are a Rs 1250-crore
company with Rs 1000 crore coming
from retail and the rest from online
sales. So far, it has been a fully-owned
family enterprise of the Reddys.Today,
they don’t sell mobiles, but also sells
‘customer experience’ and strongly
believe in CARE – Customers Are Really
Everything. It was the ‘Trust factor’
that got them here in the first place.
This is extremely important in today’s
robotic business environment. They
understand the value of emotions.
Which is why, they are market leaders
in a ‘do or disappear’ business. Their
guiding philosophy has always been to
create an experience of belongingness
by delivering technology that touches,
improves and empowers the lives of the
customers.
Pioneer then, leader now. That’s
Sangeetha Mobiles for you.

Last year’s ‘Retail’ Champions
RAIN OR SHINE
FARHA, GODREJ NATURE’S BASKET, NEW DELHI
One rainy day in July 2014, Farha, the tele-caller at the Defense Colony store (Delhi) of
Nature’s Basket took a call from a regular customer.
The customer, Mrs. Lalima, was on a restricted diet and needed an urgent supply of a
probiotic drink, to be consumed after every meal.
The drink was out of stock. Farha called up the vendor, and was told that the rains and
the flooded roads had caused the delivery truck to breakdown – there would be no further
deliveries that day.
There was inventory available in other Nature’s Basket stores, but none close enough to
access, given the rain and the customer’s time bound dietary and medical requirement.
Farha set out on foot, in the rain, to a local Kiraana, a km away, which was still open, and
found the drink. The bill copy from the Kiraana was included in the package delivered to the
customer on-time. Mrs. Lalima saw that, and, moved by the level of service – came to the
store to thank Farah the next day.
“This is a level of service that I have only heard about – never seen it before today. I am
eternally grateful to you”.

HOMING IN ON CARE
PANKAJ KUMAR, TITAN EYE+, NEW DELHI
One morning, Pankaj received a call at the Titan Eye+ store. The voice at the other end was
halting, almost indistinct. He quickly realized that this was due to a medical condition, not
a bad connection. The customer said that he was paralyzed and had limited mobility and
speech ability.
Pankaj told him, that he would ask a series of yes / no questions so that the customer
would not have to strain his voice. The customer needed a set of prescription frames.
Since the customer wasn’t mobile, Pankaj and the store managers decided that he would
take a few samples and visit the customer at home.
Pankaj visited him, showed him the samples – but realized that customer needed more
options and also that his eyes needed to be tested since his vision was likely to be impaired
by his illness.
The following day, Pankaj visited the customer, escorted him in an auto-rickshaw to the
store, where his eyes were tested and the order for the prescription lenses placed. The staff
store also ensured that the customer was safely escorted back to his house.
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S U P P O RT I N G

JUGAAD CUSTOMER SERVICE
VINOD BADONI, TITAN EYE+, NEW DELHI
A baby, brought to the store by his parents, was crying because he had extremely high
spherical power of +6.00 in both eyes. This is a rare condition.
Because of the high power, the baby was unable to see anything around him clearly,
including his own parents. The parents had visited several stores and checked online – but
were unable to find a frame small enough to fit the baby, and curved enough to hold the
high powered spherical lenses.
They were carrying an old frame which was broken and did not sit on the baby’s face.
One of the customer service staff, Vinod, had an idea. He took the frame (which had
one broken ear-piece), and attached a string to its sides. He then carefully measured the
circumference of the baby’s head and attached the other end of the string to the other side
of the frame.
The make-shift solution worked. The spectacles were now sitting comfortably on the
baby’s face; he was able to see properly!
The parents had finally found a solution to their problem. They were relieved and thanked
Vinod profusely before leaving.
Over the next several weeks, Vinod called up the customer regularly to enquire how
the baby was progressing. On one of his calls, he could hear the baby laughing in the
background, while the relieved mother told him “Previously the child used to be cranky
all the time, but ever since he had been wearing the spectacles, he is able to play and is
cheerful.”
Vinod kept up the search for a suitable frame – and found one, a month later. On being
called, the couple could not believe that somebody from a store would even bother to
remember or keep searching. The delighted parents came in to buy the frames, and express
their gratitude to Vinod for the care that he had shown towards their baby.

DELIVERING HUMANITY
AMIT GUPTA, DOMINOS, RONGPO
[The Being Human award was given posthumously to Amit Gupta, who passed away early
November 2014]
One rainy night, when Amit was returning from a delivery at Rangpo (Sikkim), he came
upon the scene of an accident.
At a hair-pin bend, a car had skidded across the road. The front of the car was off-road,
with the rear lodged in the brush at the side of the road. Passers-by halted, but nobody had
approached the car for fear of that it would topple off the side of the hill, into the valley
below.
Amit approached the car and found a 7 year old in the back seat. The driver was her
father – his foot was lodged under the handbrake, and he could not move. The wife was
unconscious – in the back seat.
Amit was able to balance his weight and rescue the child by pulling her out legs first. The
act of going to her aid galvanized the other bystanders into action. They called for help. At
the same time, one of the cars had a rope available, which they were able to use to pull the
car back to the shoulder of the road.
The family was transported to the hospital where they recovered.
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PEOPLE WITH [THIS] ABILITY
BABLU NAYAK, KFC, KOLKATA
Bablu Nayak is a speech and hearing impaired person. Perhaps that is why he is able to see
what others don’t.
On a crowded day at the KFC outlet in New Market, Kolkata, Bablu noticed a couple
waiting for a table. The store was crowded and overflowing, tables were hard the come by.
The woman was pregnant and in some physical distress and nausea.
Bablu helped the couple find a table, and got them seated. The husband was worried and
said that they would leave as his wife was unwell. Nature took matters into her hand, when
the lady threw up on the table.
While the husband was dealing with the shock and embarrassment Bablu sprang into
action. Gesturing to the couple to relax, he cleaned the table and the surrounding area, got
their order packed, and assisted them to a taxi. He also helped customers around the table
by changing their orders where needed.
It was only then that the husband realized that Bablu was physically challenged.

HONESTY KNOWS NO PRICE
SAYALI PARAB, SHOPPERS STOP LTD, MUMBAI
On September 6 2014, a customer forgot her iPhone in the trial room at Shoppers Stop. The
phone was discovered by housekeeping staff, Sayali Parab and lodged with the ‘lost and
found’ team.
The customer returned after an hour, worried and hoping against hope that the phone
would be present in the trial room. At the customer service desk, she was directed to the
lost and found team. After establishing ownership, the phone was handed over.
You can’t put a price on simple integrity – but you can recognize it when you see it.
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Indian Retail
Sales Associates
Get A Taste Of
International
Retail
ike most professionals, front-end retail associates
have dreams that extend beyond the retail counter.
In 2014, TRRAIN with the help of Landmark Group
Dubai took these dreams to new horizons with a 3-day
International study tour for the Top 3 winners of the
TRRAIN Retail Awards 2014 - Pankaj Kumar, Vinod Badoni
and Farah Khan.
The objective was to give these associates an opportunity
to understand retail better through an international lens,
understand where they could bring about improvements
in their everyday jobs and share their learning with their
peers. The intensive itinerary included studying at the
Landmark Retail School to expose them to some of the Best

L

Practices adopted by international retailers.
They had an opportunity to meet Mr. Ramnathan
Hariharan, CEO Max and Director Landmark Group to
understand Retailing in Dubai. They conducted store visits
and detailed discussions on operations with Mr. Simon
Copper, COO, Centre Point, as well as studied Max stores
and Carrefour stores to understand their formats and
operations. In addition, they met Mr. Mederic Payne, CEO
of Home Centre and visited the Mall of Emirates and Dubai
Mall to study in-line stores v/s luxury stores operations.
All 3 winners acknowledged that this was their first
international exposure to retail and that they were
completely transformed by it. Here are some excerpts.

Q: WHAT DID THIS TRIP MEAN TO YOU?
The trip added to my experience. Going to these stores has helped me learn new things. It is totally different from
India and was a great eye opener and a great learning.
Pankaj: My life has changed not only professionally, but also personally. I had the chance to meet the senior level people
of the Landmark group. It’s like a dream come true.
Vinod: This trip was so great for us. We learnt a lot of new things in this trip. Especially about Dubai’s business culture.
Farha:

Q: AFTER THIS TRIP, WHAT WOULD YOU LIKE TO SHARE WITH YOUR OTHER ASSOCIATES IN RETAIL?
Farha: Work harder and with more sincerity and honesty and success will eventually be yours.
Pankaj: Keep doing the good work and always delight your customers. Even you could win the TRRAIN Retail Award and
make your company proud.
Vinod: I keep motivating my colleagues also to perform their best and do something good for others without any
expectations.

Q: HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT WINNING THE TRRAIN RETAIL AWARDS AND GETTING A CHANCE TO VISIT
DUBAI?
My family is more proud of me and respect me as an individual. My parents are extremely happy. Winning the
award has increased my self-esteem and confidence. Life has more meaning. I feel like I have my own identity now.
Pankaj: Now, everyone in my company knows me by my name, not only in Titan but also across all Tata companies.
Vinod: This trip is one of the greatest achievements of my life and I believe that the knowledge and experience I have
gained during this trip will help me to grow in my career and take me to the higher level. I am very thankful to
TRRAIN for this lifetime opportunity. After this trip as a National Winner of the TRRAIN Retail Awards 2014, I felt
more motivated and confident in my working areas.
Farha:

A big initiative which has made an even bigger difference. TRRAIN’s commitment to retail employees will
continue to break new ground which will encourage every one of them across the country to deliver great
customer service.
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Saying ‘ThankYou’
to the retail victors!
Retailers across India will be celebrating the Retail Employees’
Day on 12th December’2015. Participating in Retail Employees’
Day is a way to applaud the services of the retail associates,
on this day the retail companies say ‘Thank You’ to their
associates in their own unique ways. Few of the retailers have
shared the celebration plans for this year. Let’s have a look:

Shoppers Stop

This RED Day, Shoppers Stop will be having a song and
dance performance with a competition that thanks every
single employee for the wonderful work that they have
done. The event will kick start from their flagship storeShoppers Stop Store in Mumbai.

In addition to the above, stores will also receive a concept
note for the following contest:
Since SSL now has over 75 stores across cities, each
store will be asked to depict the number 75 in the most
innovative, creative and eco-friendly way. This will be a
competition where the best store in each region would win
a trophy. At each store a smilo meter has also been put up.
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Metro

To celebrate the RED day this year, Metro has
initiated a special initiative. ‘From Chairman’s
Desk’– it is a WhatsApp campaign. Video of a
motivation talk by chairman will be sent to all the
Showroom managers. They will play this in the
store computer also and can forward the video to
all the staff in the store.

The company will also have a ‘Thankyou Tree’
– cut out of the tree will be placed in all the stores.
Customers can put their comments about the store
and staff on the sticky notes and paste it on this
tree. This would be from 10th Dec to 15th Dec
Also the company has planned a motivation talk
by ECM before the store opens for the customer.
Gifts and invites – Upto 2 family members of the
store employee will be invited to the store and few
engagement activity. The employee will be given a
sack bag with a Metro, Mochi, MSL branding. The
HO employees will visit a store and represent HO
with a defined agenda. They will spend time with
Store staff and their families.

Microsoft

Raymond

Raymond has their own unique out of box way to thanks
their employees, they have organized various activities
to get the mojo back in the routine life of their retail
associates, the company has planned Raymond Retail
Premier League ( Cricket – 10 / 10 ) will be played across
3 Region ( North – Delhi , Chandigarh , Jaipur/ West –
Mumbai ,Pune / South – Chennai , Bangalore, Hyderabad )
and the winner from respective region would come to play
for semi-final and final in Thane. The event is coined as the
‘Sports Week’ and will take place between 1st Dec to 12th
Dec.
On 12th December the company will send Thank you
card to all the Retail Employees’ in frontend plus breakfast
would be arranged for them on 12th December @ stores for

10 to 15 MS Employees will own one store each and
have Lunch with Retail Pro’s and felicitate them for
their accomplishments and turn them into MS Fans.
All PC Retail Pro’s at their PA stores will be treated
with Pizza and Coke and will be wished ‘Happy Retail
Day’ by the PA.
2.5k Retail Pro’s will actively engage with to
sell their Product and Services and will be given a
#MSThanksYou branded carry bottle for everyday use.
Retail Pro’s encouraged to share their stories of
‘Thanking’ people who have impacted their lives.
The RP with most popular story (highest likes) to be
gratified.

Arvind Brands

all the frontend staff and cake cutting would be done during
the evening. All the backend employee of Thane would be
requested to meet the retail Store staff and click a selfie, the
best selfie voted would be given a surprise gift.
The Top voted Weaving smiles would go to the jury and
the winner would be selected and they would be called to
Thane and would be felicitated with Trophy and Certificate.
A Video msg would be relayed across all the Store on
Retail Employees’ Day
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To celebrate the Retail Employees’ Day, Arvind Brands has
planned to run a Short Video message clips from J Suresh
and from the respective Business / Function Heads will be
sent on the whatsapp groups / email to all retail employees
thanking them. They will be leveraging on their internal
communication tool wooqer to greet and wish retail employees.
A special Retail Employees’ Day card will be printed and
given to all the Store managers and associates personally by
the Retail / HR team members.The Business HR team and
Regional HR will also be out in the market full day to visit
as many stores as possible to personally wish an thank
the store employees. The company has allocated a budget
of Rs 750/- per store ( for large stores this will higher) to
order a cake and celebrate in the store in the morning. The
brand associates at the key outlets such as Shoppers Shop
/ Lifestyle / Central, etc. will be given a box of chocolates
each. All store employees will be told to click as many
selfies with different customers and their team members
and send to their respective HR to win the best selfie prizes.

Management
speak
The Retail Employees Day is a landmark initiative of TRRAIN to bring the
spotlight on millions of employees who work hard, day in and out, to serve
customers. Our teams often say ‘Thank You’ to customers who shop with us.
Retail employees Day gives us a chance to say ‘Thank You’ to our team members
for showing care, concern and selfless service to our customers. Retail Employees’
Day is a celebration of retail, as a profession, to which we owe all our careers and
passion. We, at Celio, have made it a practice to celebrate it to at all our stores
with a lot of cheer. We find unique ways to thank our teams every year.
- Rajiv Nair, Celio

In modern retail, customer service is a great differentiating factor for both
brick & click organizations, particularly the former. It is the retail associates
who face customers and work hard to offer a delightful shopping experience.
They are the true ambassadors of the company. Retail Employees’ Day gives
us a chance to appreciate and thank them for their hard work. This year, we’re
creating a platform for customers to go beyond a simple ‘Thank You’ to share
their experiences and stories appreciating the dedicated services they received
from our associates. The customized messages will be shared with the associates
to kick-start the celebrations.
– Gopalkrishnan Sankar, CEO & Founder, Reliance Footprint

Retail Employees are ambassadors of the organization/brand they represent.
They reflect the values of their employers. By recognizing them as our most
important asset, we should consider their views in the decision-making process
as they are the first point of contact with customers. Who better to engage in
gathering marketing intelligence than those who are a part of ‘The First Moment
of Truth,’ a buyer experiences? Kudos to this TRRAIN-RAI initiative in recognizing
the front liners. It will only grow bigger every year.
– Hema Aushat, CEO & Founder, Argus

A successful business is a reflection of the team that creates it. I take great
pride in my team at GUESS, Gc Watches and Havaianas-all who have been working
hard at the stores to create unprecedented success stories for the respective
brands. I believe that their contribution should be celebrated every day. Each day
should be Retail Employees’ Day- celebrating the real heroes.
– Ivana Perovic Shah, Chief Executive officer, AP Group
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